The Spouse for Common Use.
I would like to divorce my wife, who instead of performing her marital duties, is working
at the strip club, and after work is a prostitute. She is also involved in the mafia
structures. I took her to the U.S. from Krasnodar in hopes of creating a nice family, but it
turned out to be an illusion. For the last four months, she managed to earn $ 60,000 as a
prostitute.
Don’t think that this is a confession of one of the Americans online, even though there is
plenty of information like that. This information was taken to “Krasnaya Street” by the
US citizen Michael Lamer. In the big folder he had copies of documents, detective
reports, and his wife’s diary. Mr. Lamer did not speak Russian, but the documents were
in Russian. The heroine of this half-detective and half-love story is also Russian. And
maybe this explains everything.
Svetlana Bondarchuk used to work in a modeling business in Krasnodar. Having good
looks and a nice figure she could have become the next “face” of the local
advertisements. But she did not.
With the rest of the girls she went to Cyprus to work in a strip club. The work is
harmless: the client could look at the dancer all he wants; however, he does not have a
right to touch her, even if he orders a private dance- especially for him in a closed room.
The work is hard: both physically and morally. Sometimes they had to dance 20 times in
a row and still stay attractive and desired. Apparently Svetlana was good at it.
But the main income of Svetlana was from prostitution. She worked as a prostitute at
night and on weekends. “I went to his hotel, gave him a massage (40 pounds, if sex- 100
pounds). I got 100 pounds and the money for the taxi… Help G-d this man!”
Approximately that was written all over in Svetlana’s diary. Reading someone’s diary –
that is not a fine-looking thing, but in order to get a full view of the picture, we looked at
its copies. Its surprising and amazing how this naïve girl from a Russian high school, in
whose head everything is messed up- she is confused with virtues and vices, right and
wrong….
“…. Last week these businessmen came from Kuwait, filled with money. Marios sold
me, Regina, Julia and Nadya (40 pounds each). We went to an expensive restaurant. Mine
said that he does not want sex. With the good news, I got drunk from wine and by
mistake gave myself to him (before I asked for $100 thank G-d!)….”
“We have some weird clients. Yesterday one took off shoes from left foot, spilled some
orange juice on it and kissed my fingers. Then he put on my shoes and took me to dance
on the stage. But he didn’t pay for the dance. There is a God’s will for everything!!!)
Despite the costs of her profession, Svetlana was satisfied with it. Her clients gave her
presents – jewelry, clothes, home equipment, lotion from cellulite, perfumes. One
affluent Arab “bought” her for three days and took her to Egypt. Through her life in
Cyprus went by “amazing men: 100 pounds sterling for sexual intercourse; Andrew: 60
pounds plus 10 pounds for two nude pictures; Dr. Brown: perfume, 50 pounds sterling,
watch, alarm, earrings and a necklace, 100 pounds, bracelet and a gold ring” ( from the
detective’s report). In short, she came home with a lot of money and presents. But she did
not stop on this; she went to Mexico.

Mexican prices turned out to be more- for the day club- $250, Night-$300; table-dance$140. In Mexico, Sveta earned $28,000. But she had to go to jail, where a lot of strippers
were taken after the round-up. But she didn’t have to worry about anything in Krasnodar.
She got acquainted with Michael in Moscow, where she wanted to go to Mexico.
Everything started out very romantically. An affluent lawyer, tired of pragmatic
American women fell in love with a young woman who could have been his daughter.
And for Sveta it could have been the next step to success. After her return, the
“Hollywood” started: flowers, acquaintances with families, trip to Sochi before the
wedding. Michael has never been that generous and his heart has never beaten that fast…
After the trip, US citizen Michael Lamer and Russian citizen Svetlana Bondarchuk got
married in Krasnodar. After that Michael went to Moscow to prepare a visa for Svetlana.
His wife went to Italy, where she had a honeymoon with a Mexican lover, who did not
forget about the dancer at the club. Don Pedro took the unfaithful wife to Florence, Milan
and Venetia, gave her a diamond ring, $ 1,000… and returned the wife.
Mrs. Lamer liked New York. But her husband was not as generous as before. Americans
are very pragmatic, and after the romance, Michael decided to find his wife a job. They
went to a couple of model agencies, but Sveta knew how to dance next to a pole really
well. But that was her secret. Therefore, she went to find a job at a strip-club
surreptitiously.
Her husband became very suspicious of her constant absences. And then he found her
diary where she listed all her clients and her profit from prostitution. What would a
Russian man do in his place? Well, you know yourself. But not the American man! When
Sveta told her husband that she wants to go on a cruise with her mother, Michael did not
protest, but rather hired a detective and translated the diary that had all of his wife’s
experiences. A visit to a doctor cleared the head of Michael – the doctor gave him a
reason of his malaise after dinner: his young wife added some opium contained
substances in his food…
Michael went to pick up his wife from the airport in Krasnodar. There he requested a
divorce, but that was inefficient. Mrs. Lamer did not want to leave a comfortable life in
New York and go to a provincial Paris.She followed her husband to New York, begging
him to give her another chance…..
What would a Russian husband do? Beat her up and let her in again. But the American
man kicked her out of the house. Later on, he regretted it. Later weird people started to
threaten him. Then Mr. Lamer seriously got scared, after his death the widow would
receive the citizenship in America. And he wanted to see how she would get deported
after the divorce.
That’s how after looking for the arguments against his unfaithful wife he turned out to be
in Krasnodar. How this story will end- only God knows. Maybe some day we will tell
you about it. But now there is excerpt from Mr. Lamer’s letter to us: “ I hope you liked
the story of how a very talented young woman went after the money, and how a stupid
American man fell for a feminine Russian beauty, trying to escape from the American
girs.”
P.S. All the names were changed in the article.
Ulitsa Krasnaya
April 30, 2001

Unfamiliar acquaintances
This is an interview with Tatyana Vasilieva who is a fashion designer and whose works
are well known around the world.
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So, lets start with the childhood and your connection with sports
I was born in Ribachiem City in Issi-Cule. I have always liked to dance and later I
started taking gymnastics.
What grade did you have in school for gym?
Since I am a Leo, I don’t like to do something that is required. I was very athletic
and loved the only two things during the lesson: running and jumping.
Maybe we have lost an Olympic champion?
Maybe, maybe (very seriously)
So what was the later relationship with sports?
When I went away to college in Krasnoyarsk, I started skiing. Another sports
activity on my record is horse riding.
Now a personal question. Can you compare dating regular young men and young
men who are into sports?
My boyfriends were connected with two types of sports: gymnastics and alpinism.
I still think that a bad person cannot be an alpinist.
There is a conception that people who are into sports have an intellectually
limited horizon and are even simple-minded. Do you agree with that?
Absolutely not. My friends have had both athletic and life goals and have
accomplished them.
What are the common traits pertaining to athletes?
Responsibility, inner discipline, inner organization. The athletes who I used to
know had all of the aforementioned characteristics.
Are you sure that sport has been the cause of the traits?
Of course. When you need to come at seven at practice and then work hard for the
whole day- these traits are a necessity.
How did you occupy your daughter with sport?
At first, Nastya was scared of water, so her dad taught her how to swim. And then
she started to slouch since she was attending “sit-in” schools: English-specialized
and art. Therefore, she started swimming. Later on, when there appeared a
dilemma between cutting her long hair and quitting swimming, Nastya did both.
With all the hard work, how do you manage to keep such a good figure?
I have many sets of exercises. First of all, I run in the mornings. By doing this, I
walk the dogs and improve my health. I spend about 40 minutes for all the
activities
How about your husband- does he follow your work-out or has something else?
He watches football, hockey, tennis and etc on television. And that’s his sports
activities.
What are your favorite TV sports?
I love watching dancing and aerobics. It reflects the culture of the body, rhythm
and dance- all well-organized. I also like watching Afro-Americans run; cannot
take my eyes off the TV
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Many famous athletes today go on the podium as models. Can you imagine
athletes among your models?
I already have a wonderful young lady like that- Alina Shipilina, who has been
working with me for a long time and completely proves my theory regarding the
aforementioned traits. She came to me when she was a student at the university
and not a bad runner. She was built, all muscles, 185 cm in height and a very cute
Russian face. From the first look, I unfortunately had to tell her that she would
never become a model. The girl answered very politely but firmly that she would.
I have heard such answers many times, so I did not want to argue with her. I have
to admit that I was wrong. Alina with her hard work (used to it from sport workouts) became a beauty with a figure of a true model. The girl has had time to
finish university, work in the West and now she is working on the her degree (this
is another proof of intelligence of the athletes).
Then, maybe you should take the models from the athletes?
I have my own school of preparing models and we base it on my own methods. It
is easier to build models from “fresh” girls rather than athletes. But I respect the
psychology of these people.
What is the sport fashion to you?
It is the fashion where the function of the outfit has to coordinate with beauty and
aesthetics. Therefore, it has to be out of the natural fabrics. A person in that
costume should have a desire to run, jump, and do some physical exercise.
Today all the athletes are wearing “Reebok”, “Adidas”, “Nike”. Is there a
Russian sport fashion?
There is no Russian sport fashion because we do not have a sport costume culture.
But we do not have enough equipment to provide the best quality of the product.
Did you ever try to become the leader in the sport fashion?
I have tried to work with the Krasnodarsk Company “Dynamo”. But it was a
misfortune mostly due to unadvanced technology.
Is there really no hope in this area?
Not really. Oleg Machuga’s company (he is a son of a favorite athlete Vasily
Machuga) is doing pretty well on the market. They work with foreign materials
and goods. Considering the costs, the output is not that big. This is going to
continue until our government realizes that it is profitable to produce sport
costumes.
How much does the costume influence the outcome in sports?
In my opinion, it is 50/50. But it gives confidence to the athlete; this actually
applies to everyday life too.
Do you have friends who are athletes?
Yes. They are Starikov, Mkrtchyan, Lavrov, Machuga, Pachivalov. All these
people have the aforementioned traits of the athletes. Also Lilya Lavrova, woman
who is beautiful and graceful.
Are athletes among your customers?
Unfortunately not. They think that their good bodies will look good in anything. It
is nice to make clothes for their perfect bodies but I do not mind not perfect
either. First of all, the person should listen to my opinion, and second of all, I
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have to like the person. There are plenty of resources to change the looks of the
person.
What is common between fashion and sport?
First of all, it is something that combines the people. Athletes care about the
culture of the body, and fashion representatives try to make people look beautiful
using clothes. Both of the lines are positive because they help people to advance.
What is needed for Tatyana Vasilieva to start producing sport clothes?
An investor. Even though I am still convinced that we do not have enough
resources in our country to produce the sport clothes, even though we could use it
here, in Cubany.
You have traveled all over the world with your collection of clothes. What was the
most memorable thing in the theme of “Sport and Fashion”.
When I was in London, I used to go to Guide Park. I was impressed that little kids
and old people were running together. Also they had the best colorful costumes.
And they were all so happy, which is partly based on the beautiful sport clothes.
How will the sport fashion develop in the XXI century?
Many fashion designers think that the traditional style will die out and the sport
clothes will become popular. It is explainable by the democracy of the clothes.
What are the perspectives of developing of the industry of gym clothes here in
Cuban?
Cuban is created for the development of this industry. We have a lot of resorts and
this kind of clothes is exactly for that. For all sports, fishing, and swimming the
gym clothes is essential. This business would profit pretty fast.
What kind of sports would you recommend for women?
I love dancing; aerobics, gymnastics, and horse riding- all this activities could
make a woman look graceful and fit. But I really dislike wrestling and box. I think
it is against the nature of women.
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